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The next two weeks are BYE’s for every grade. Round 11 will begin on the 15th July.
Team

Opponent

Home/Away

Location

Time

U8’s

Beaumaris

Home

East Caulfield

9.00am

U9’s

Hampton Rovers

Home

East Caulfield

10.10am

U10’s

Ajax

Away

Princes Park

12.00pm

U11 Polars

Ajax

Home

East Caulfield

11.25am

U11 Grizzlies

East Sandringham

Away

Chisholm Reserve

11.20am

U12 Girls Polars

Mordialloc Braeside

Away

Walter Galt Reserve

3.20am

U12 Girls Grizzlies

Hampton Rovers

Away

Boss James Reserve

10.40am

U12 Polars

Ormond JFC

Away

E.E. Gunn Reserve

12.40pm

U12 Grizzlies

Brighton Beach

Away

Brighton Beach

12.20pm

U13’s

Cheltenham

Home

Koornang Park

10.30am

U14’s Girls

East Malvern

Home

Koornang Park

12.00pm

U14’s

East Malvern

Away

Darling Park

9.15am

U15’s

East Sandringham

Home

Koornang Park

8.30am

U16’s

Mordialloc Braeside

Away

Gerry Green Reserve

3.00pm

U17’s

Highett/Cheltenham

Home

Koornang Park

1.30pm

Calender Events
JULY

21

Comedy Night
7.00pm onwards

MATCH REPORTS!
If all teams could provide reports and a few photos for
the newsletter that would be appreciated! However
if nothing is received the scores where relevant, with
locations and weather will be all that’s published.
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Major Sponsor

PRESIDENTS
MESSAGE
Club secures funding for
electronic scoreboard

Match Day
Photos
If you have any photos of
your teams for our newsletter,
please e-mail them to
cbjfcnewsletter@gmail.com

At our recent Family Night, we were delighted to welcome Mr Steve
Dimopolous, the State Member for Oakleigh. Steve announced to the
Club that the State Government had allocated $25,000 towards an
electronic scoreboard at Koornang Park.
Receiving funds like these makes a huge difference to a club our size.
It means that we can invest and upgrade our facilities and assets without
having to pass the financial burden onto our members. In turn, our membership
can benefit from the same quality facilities that other clubs in our area enjoy.
The Committee continues to work hard lobbying all levels of government
(Council, State and Federal) to ensure we receive our fair share of funding.

Louise Nelson
President

Contact Us
Club Website
caulfieldbears.com.au/
juniorteam

Facebook
For the latest in social
media, visit facebook.com/
CaulfieldBearsJuniors

Newsletter
Please send photos,
articles or anything else to
cbjfcnewsletter@gmail.com

Team App
Team app is the preferred
communication method for
CBJFC — make sure you install
and enable notifications to stay
up to date with your team’s
news, fixtures and events
Available from the App store or
the Play Store —
 simply install
the app, and find the Caulfield
Bears Junior Footy Club.

Download
our App!
caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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NOTICE BOARD
BY-LAW OF
THE WEEK
Water Carriers
20.26.
• May enter the field of play from
any position on the ground.
• Are not permitted to
communicate with the Team
Bench other than during the
breaks between quarters.
• Must not at any time other than
during the breaks between
quarters be within 30 metres of
the Team Bench.
• Are not permitted to pass
messages or give instructions
to players or disrupt play.

Bears of the Month!
Senior Bear of the Month
As we pride ourselves on being a family club, this month we decided
to award our senior bear of the month to a family, the Hamilton Family.
Tim and Jacinta Hamilton were nominated because “they selflessly assist
every team their kids are in as well as team their kids are not in! They take
on various roles including: Coach, Assistant Coach, Trainer, Ground Steward
and any other role that hasn’t been filled! This family role model the values of the
Bears every week”.
Junior Bear of the Month
This month our Club Captain, Oscar Fraser, selected Bella Milne from
the Under 12 Girls Grizzlies team. Bella was nominated for:
“Great improvement in effort and awesome wet weather performance –
both tackling and shepherding. She always puts in a top performance on game
day and her skills on the field keep improving. A sensational first year of footy!
Congratulations to our very worthy winners.

MILESTONES!
Congratulations to Phoenix
McCabe, Otis Karamihos,
Nick Jones, Jeremy Dalton,
Samuel Luth, Lachlan Hudson,
Liam Campitelli and Jack
Kennedy who ran through
the banner for their 50th club
game! Well done all!

Parents and Supporters
• Remember that you are there for the participants to
enjoy the game.
• Encourage participation, but don’t force it.
• Teach that enjoyment is more important than winning.
• Never ridicule mistakes or losses supporters are there to support
not downgrade.
• Lead by example and respect all players, coaches, umpires and
spectators physical or verbal abuse will not be tolerated.
• Recognise all volunteers who are giving up their valuable time.
• Never publicly criticise umpires raise personal concerns with club
officials in private.
• Do not use ugly remarks based on race, religion, cultural background, gender,
sexuality, appearance, disability or football ability you’ll let down your coach,
team mates and family if you do & many such comments are now illegal.
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AUSKICK
Weekly Round Up
So much fun was had this week at the Caulfield Bears
Auskick. All of the kids were applauded for braving the
cold and admired for their dedication for participating in
such cold weather.
Yes, the weather was ominous but coaches and Auskick’s
were ready to go!
With a smaller number of level 2 numbers and less
coaches attending they were combined with level 1’s
this week and with the support of parents and the
coaches it was successful. Billy Williams the Auskick rep
arrived to assist when necessary.
Parents, please be reminded that they need to remain at
the ground the entirety of the session. Auskick volunteers
do not have the authority to be responsible for children at
these sessions.

Boots Squad
It was the final session of the Boots Squad and there was
much excitement in the air. A lengthy game was played
showcasing the improvement participants had achieved
throughout their 8 weeks. A final feedback session was
conducted by Kyle and Ian, to congratulate the progress
of the kids and give them some further areas to work on.
A presentation and gift was made to Ian from the Senior
club to thank him for volunteering his time for most of our
sessions. Well done to all the kids, I hope the rest of their
season goes well!

This Week
Auskick is on this Saturday!!!!! We are going to get out
the tackle bags this week, so I can see some friendly fire
coming up.
We are also to have a small cake/sweets stall going. Any
donations of these items that morning would be very much
appreciated!
For more information about Caulfield Bears
Auskick, please contact:
April Matthews,
Auskick Coordinator

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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MATCH REPORT
U8’s
Location:
Le Page Park



Caulfield Bears vs. Cheltenham
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Partly Cloudy

Bear of the Week:
Archie & Jack
Game Highlights:
The Bears were led out onto Le Page Park by captains
Sebastian Sparrow-Cooper (Seb). Cheltenham were very
generous with providing 3 players for each Quarter for their
team to assist with the lack of numbers on the Bears team.
The Bears showed great initiative working together with
the other forwards to put on great pressure. In the first half,
there were great moments of team work with Lala on more
than one occasion taking the ball out into play. Our first
goal was scored by Zac.
Seb Cooper showed great initiate with leading his team
and ensuring his team mates were in their correct positions.
The team did a wonderful job of listening to and delivering
on the instructions of the coach. The mid field was solid,
working hard for each possession and pushing the ball
forward. The forward line firmly attacked the ball and were
rewarded. The players really stepped up in teamwork this
week, playing exceptional football as a collective. Every
zone stepped up you can really see the improved skills.
Thankfully our adopted Cheltenham players came to the
party and scored a goal for us in the forth quarter too.
The game with Cheltenham was played in great spirit, our
coach thanked the Cheltenham coach for his generosity
of loaning players to assist the Bears. Its was a field good
morning at Le Page Park.
Editors Note: As per SMJFL By-Law 25.12, scores are not printed for out modified rules games. Also per SMJFL By-Law 23.10,
a mercy rule applies to the publication of all scores in U11–U13 matches. No team shall have a winning margin greater than 60 points.
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U9’s
Location:
Centenary Park

Caulfield Bears vs. St Peters
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC

Cold, grey but thankfully dry.
Bear of the Week:
Leon Tempes
St Peters Coach Award:
Angus Brown
Game Highlights:
Great start by the brilliant under 9 Bears, the ball was
quickly picked up by Angus B and made its way to
Josh G who kicked our 1st goal.
Luca marked superbly in front of goal and managed to
score another goal. Second quarter involved tremendous
tackling skills by both Aiden and Toby. A long kick from
Angus was marked beautifully by Edward.
Grace was determined to grab the slippery sherrin from
deep in the pack, this was hand passed to Toby who took
a spectacular mark. Zac demonstrated his shepherding
skills were second to none. The 3rd quarter saw the Stacey
brothers competing for the ball with equal ferocity. Jack
delivered a long straight kick. Charlie D was fast and furious
with his tackling skills and then a fast dash to kick in front
of goal to score again. Quinn weaved in and out of the
opposition to kick a great goal from 10m out.
Leon had some sensational tackling skills along with
Luca and Josh S all working well together.
Brilliant kick from Charlie B to Quinn and marked by
Charlie D. Cara was resolute in her determination to
stick to her player and Ritesh was focused and
determined in his tackling abilities.
Quinn ran fast paced to deliver a point. The focus for the
final quarter was to stick to the opposition and tackle with
strong bear hugs. The team took the coaches advice on
board and tackle they did. Sydney chased her opponent
with grace and determination and Angus W delivered a
strong straight kick with Andrew chasing, tackling and
kicking the ball with effort and enthusiasm.
The U9 Bears worked well as a team and zone
captains did a marvellous job. Well done team and
enjoy the winter holidays.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U10’s
Location:
East Caulfield

Caulfield Bears vs. Bentleigh
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Overcast, cool and dry

Bear of the Week:
Nicko, Lucas, Raf
Game Highlights:
Q1: Bentleigh were up and about early, challenging our
defence as they brought the ball in to their forward line
several times. Samuel took a great grab in defence, and
this set the scene for our boys to work hard to prevent a
persistent attack. Lucas and Luke were combining well,
and Lewis was working hard in the centre. Nicko must
have skipped breakfast, as he was very hungry for the.
Eamon, playing up from the U9’s, took a strong mark
and found Jack Conrad’s chest with a great pass, who
converted for our first goal late in the quarter to keep the
tussle neck and neck.
Q2. Bentleigh came out strong in the second, and were
very lively in their scoring zone, and it took us some time
and dogged efforts from the likes of Adam, Samuel and

Lucas to turn the momentum back our way, with Christian
feeding Jack Curwood for a great late goal.Q3: Some
inspiration from Coach Pat at half time had the Bears back
on point and focused going into the quarter, and the Bears
capitalized on the their new found fire.
Raf scored two majors for the quarter, and Max and
Lewis were consistent ball winners.
Q4: Lewis took some great grabs in the last, and
Grady started to find his straps. Max set Martin up for a
magnificent goal to keep the game interesting in the dying
minutes. A great effort from the Bears, against a team that
makes us dig deep every outing we have against them.
Special thanks to Archie and Eamon from the U9’s who
ably helped us out.

Download the FREE app now
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U11 Grizzlies
Location:
Koornang Park

Caulfield Bears 8.4 (52) def. Ashwood 1.1 (7)
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Partly Cloudy

Bear of the Week:
Cameron, Jed , Jackson, Asher and Dan
Game Highlights:
Congratulations to Otis Karamihos, Phoenix McCabe and
Nick Jones for reaching your 50th Game milestone in R10.
1Q: Otis kicking the 1st goal with Charlie and Cameron
following with one goal each. Good attempt by Jackson to
score only to hit the post which was bad Luck but a good
effort. Good pressure by all players.
2Q: 3 goals kicked in this qtr. A great mark by Charles,
Otis took another shot at goal and Jackson kick for a goal
hit the post for a point. Good tackle by Jed and good mark
by Cameron.
3Q: Goal kicked by Jackson. All the team did an amazing
job keeping the ball at their half for most of the qtr.
Well done to our boys for an amazing game with good
pressure and lots of possessions.
Man of the match was Cameron this week as he was
everywhere and getting the ball relentlessly. Well done
Cameron and to all the boys to gain a win this week.
Great team effort.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U11 Polars
Location:
Donald
McDonald

Caulfield Bears 7.6 (49) def. Beaumaris 2.4 (16)
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Overcast & Chilly

Goal Kickers:
Jacques, Rory (2), Jakob, Lucas (1)
Bear of the Week:
Jacques, Mack, Paddy, Johnny, Noah, Max B
Game Highlights:
After last weeks impressive victory in miserable conditions,
coach Walsh asked for a repeat of that effort, desire and
ferocity this week.
The first quarter was a tight affair with the ball being
played between the 50m arcs. Lucas was a stand out
in the backline. Eventually the deadlock was broken by
a goal to Beaumaris.
At quarter time coach Walsh made a few changes. This
had an immediate impact and the Polar’s midfield gained
the upper hand. Johnny was fantastic with his run and
carry, likewise Rory and Noah. With the forwards also
applying plenty of pressure to lock the ball in, typified by
James’ spoil, eventually the goals game. Jacques snagging
2 great goals. While our defence, led by the reliable Max
and Ollie, kept the Sharks to 1 point.
The 3rd quarter saw the Polars continue to gain the
ascendancy, the midfield still dominating, with Mack
now in the ruck. The forwards also kept up the pressure,
with Paddy playing one of the great small pressure
forward games. His pressure resulting in several scoring
opportunities, with both Lucas and Rory kicking goals.
With Beaumaris playing a physical brand of football our
boys kept their focus on the ball. Mack continued his
great ruck work. Lucas took a great mark on the defensive
goal line, pin pointed a pass to Jacques, who centred the
ball, Paddy got it out to Rory, who ran and kicked long to
Jakob, who goaled. Lovely end to end football. Rory and
Jakob managed another goal each for the quarter.
As always the boys from the U10’s played with skill and
courage. We are lucky to have such fine fill-ins and the
boys love playing with them.
On a day when some of the parents needed the water
carrier more than the kids, we were once again reminded
of how proud we are of the way the boys go about their
football.
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U12 Polars
Location:
Koornang
Park

Caulfield Bears 7.7 (49) def. East Brighton Vampires 5.5 (35)
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Partly Cloudy

Goal Kickers:
Quinn Cooper, Lucas Bremner (3), Jake Gurrie,
Jacob Baldwin, Matt Hamilton
Bear of the Week:
Marcus Brittain, Ben Lascelles, Quinn Cooper, James
Godfrey, Leo Moutsidis, Lucas Bremner, Matt Hamilton
and Jack Gurrie
Best on Ground:
Michael Liolis
Game Highlights:
Boys started on fire this weekend with Lucas Bremner
dominating ruck and ground play. The Vampires kicked a
couple of early goals but after a brilliant mark from Jake
Gurrie who converted for a goal. The Vampires led by on
goal at qtr time. The boys went berserk in the 2nd qtr
racking up 3-5 to no score to the opposition. Quinn was
dominating in the forward line, and a great goal to Jacob
Baldwin. Lucas Bremner continued his superb first qtr. The
3rd qtr saw a sensational tackle from Lucas Agar and all
the boys putting great pressure on the opposition, Great
play saw goals to Quinn and Lucas B. 6.7 to 3.2 at 3rd qtr,
Last qtr was strong with the Vampires getting a couple of
goals back but the boys sealed it with a great goal to Matt
H. Exceptional work rate from the entire team and a well
deserved win.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U12 Grizzlies
Location:
Koornang
Park

Caulfield Bears 4.4 (28) def. St Peter’s JFC 0.2 (2)
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Partly Cloudy

Goal Kickers:
Raff Gleeson and Lachlan Hudson (2)
Bear of the Week:
Lachlan Mathieson, Seb Poole, Raff Gleeson and
Lachlan Hudson, Jac Christie
Best on Ground:
Liam Campitelli, Lachlan Hundson, Sam Luth and
Jack Kennedy
Game Highlights:
The Grizzly Bears have emerged from their winter’s
hibernation to notch up their first win of the season
with a ferociously fought out match at the Bear Cave.
While the Bears dominated possession early in the
game, they failed to capitalise on the scoreboard.
Coach Mackie’s message at quarter time was simple,
yet profound: “JUST KICK GOALS!”
With these words ringing in the boys’ ears, the win was set
up in the second quarter when Lachie Hudson, in his 50th
game, slotted through a classy goal from the boundary line
after taking a brave mark. Raff Gleeson soon afterwards
earned a free kick and nervelessly bisected the goal posts.
When Hudson again goaled on the siren, it completed the
Bears’ best quarter of the year.
The third stanza was a more dour affair, as the opposition’s
pressure stepped up, however the Bears’ backline was up
to the task. Key defender Jac Christie was superb cutting
off numerous St Peter’s attacking raids, Sam Luth was
busy accumulating tackles, and Cam led many dashing
forays out of the backline.
Seb Poole was influential in the centre and Raf Gleeson
fed our onballers with a silver spoon from the ruck. He was
rewarded later in the final quarter with his second goal to
seal the game.
Lachlan Mathieson worked hard all day and thrived on
physical pressure.
Fifty gamer Liam Campitelli suffered a suspected wrist
injury early in the game but it is hoped with a two week
break he will be back in action for round 11.
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U12 Girls Polars
Location:
East Caulfield

Min:

Caulfield Bears (60) def. Waverley Park Hawks 0.0 (0)
Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Overcast & cool

Goal Kickers:
A. Stehbens, J. Conrad (4) , C. Brewer, A. O’’Neill, V. Dunn,
C. Wotherspoon, L. Skinner, S. O’’Keefe, S. Hamilton,
M. Potts and M. Tripodis (1)
Best on Ground:
Violet Dunn, Lucy Hudson and Hannah Vendy
Game Highlights:
There was perfect football weather for the “Ladder
Leading”, POLARS clash with the Waverley Park Hawks.
In the first Quarter, the POLARS midfielders took control,
winning the ball from the packs. There was great work from
Maddie, Lucy and Samantha moving the ball towards goal
and giving the forwards plenty of opportunity. Three goals
to Jasmine and goals to Samantha and Charlotte had the
POLARS up by 33 points at the quarter time break.
The second quarter saw a more determined Waverley
working harder to win the ball. The POLARS lifted their
work rate and determined efforts from Charlotte, Jazmine,
Samantha and Madeline got the POLARS back in control
of the game. Jazmine kicked her 4th goal and Lily also
kicked a goal to have the POLARS leading by 49 points at
half time. The coach was full of praise for all the girls at half
time. He was happy that they were following instructions,
and that everyone was putting in their best efforts.
The third quarter saw the POLARS in full control with
most of the play in their forward area. There was strong
marking and long kicking from Anika and Madeline.
There was excellent pack work from Akeisha, Claudia
and Monique. Goals to Madeline, Claudia, Akeisha and
in only her 2nd game Monique had the POLARS leading
by 77 points at ¾ time.
The final quarter also had all the POLARS midfield and
forward players working hard and keeping the ball in their
forward area. After coming off injured in the third quarter,
Anika bravely returned to the game and within 20 seconds
marked, played on and kicked a goal. Sophie goaled,
and Anika kicked three more goals.
Well done girls! A total team effort and a commanding win!

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U12 Girls Grizzlies
Location:
East Caulfield

Min:

East Malvern (60) def. Caulfield Bears (0)
Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Cold but dry.

Bear of the Week:
Natasha, Lily, Nina and Charlie (Opposition Coaches Award)
Best on Ground:
Georgia
Game Highlights:
The girls had a tough day on the oval but came off the
ground with smiles on their faces after playing against a
very good team from East Malvern.
Maggie started the match as one of our best players until
she injured her knee in the 2nd and was forced to come off
for the game. Bailey laid some heavy tackles with Mariyama
sharing the heavy lifting with hard ball gets and on the burst
kicks. Georgia performed really well with strong marking
and long kicks. Bella laid an inspirational tackle to stop a
goal and Nina after copping an elbow right between the
eyes was brave in going back on the ground to play out
the rest of the match. Natasha and Lily both ran all day
to earn themselves deserved coach’s awards. Maddie
showed great skill to gather the ball low and did some long
kicks. Sienna was amazing in defence, repelling a barrage
of attacks from the opposition. Elisa showed great spirit to
run all game, Charlie with a intense piece of play to break
through three opposition players to add a stat.
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U13’s
Location:
Boss James
Reserve,

Caulfield Bears (68) def. Hampton Rovers (8)
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC

Mild still weather with a bit of sunshine!

Goal Kickers:
Rhino (4), Webby, Harry, Heals (2), Bucket, Will, JJ and
Marcus (1)
Game Highlights:
Caulfield Bears put their mark on the Boss James oval,
letting the Hampton Rovers know that they were planning
on being the ‘boss’ of this match. The 1st quarter saw
some good passages of play and the scoring of 3 goals
plus behinds. Play was kept at the Bear’s forward line, with
our mid-fielders and backline ensuring that the opposition
had no chance to score. A huge tackle by JJ on the siren
saw the Rovers scoreless at the end of the 1st quarter.
With Gary’s words ringing in their ears, the Bears
continued strongly in the 2nd quarter, keeping the
opposition scoreless once again. Great team work
saw 4 more goals, including a lovely passage of play
with a mark by Liam, a quick handball by Haydos and
culminating in Marcus booting his first ever goal!

U14’s
Location:
Koornang
Park

Bear of the Week:
Ozzie, Ezra, Gabba, Bucket (Charlie) and Mav

During the rousing half-time talk, Bears were
encouraged to give it all they’ve got and, to the
man, they didn’t disappoint. While the Rovers finally
managed to score, the Bears outscored them, finishing
the quarter more than 60 points up. A special mention
for JJ who, against the odds, scored a ‘second chance
goal’ following an unpredicted smother!
To the tune of “let’s finish this off’, the last quarter was a bit
of a goal-fest for the Bears, seeing 4 goals and 3 behinds
added to the scoreboard. Rhino’s fourth goal for the day
was an impressive boot from 40 metres out, and with Ezra
stopping a certain goal by the opposition on the siren, the
Bears finished triumphant!

Northvale 7.9 (51) def. Caulfield Bears 3.8 (26)
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Partly Cloudy

Game Highlights:
Hibernation: “an extended period of remaining inactive or
indoors”. And so it was that the Bears had a slow start
after the bye. Not to say there weren’t any highlights,
Coops, Angus and Andrew combining beautifully to work
the ball forward. Luca Trumble took a tumble while laying
one of his trademark tackles and Griffin had a fumble
but managed to “butter up” magnificently to launch an
attack. The “buttering up” a possible consequence of the
aforementioned hibernation process. Sadly Miro went down
with a knee injury, wishing you all the best Miro, hope to
see you back after the holidays. The Bears are down 19-0
at quarter time, but BOM spokesperson Andrew Baldwin
estimated there was a 19 point wind advantage.

The Bears awoke with Hilly leading out from defence and
some super forward pressure with Griffin passing superbly
to Dimma who finished off. The Bears were on the board!
The Bears were facing a physical challenge with a much
bigger opponent but were standing up well. Thomas is
improving each week becoming the intercept king, Evan
displayed his evasive skills to set up some forward attacks.
Coops was everywhere, omnipresent in the spiritual sense,
high possession in the football sense. Haddi took over in
the ruck and the Bears finished strongly with great running
goals from Griffin and Andrew to match it for the last three
quarters against one of the division leaders. Proof these
Bears can equal anyone in the division.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U14 Girls
Location:
Princes
Park

16
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Ajax 4.1 (25) def. Caulfield Bears 3.2 (20)
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Partly Cloudy

15’s
Location:
Princess Park

Ajax 13.14 (92) def. Caulfield Bears 3.5 (23)
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Cloudy

Goal Kickers:
Harry P (2), Nick L (1)

Best on Ground:
Leo

Bear of the Week:
Will N, Harry B, Nick L, Spencer
Game Highlights:
It was one of those days where the ball just didn’t bounce
right for our boys but despite that everyone gave their all on
a day where it just didn’t click. Ajax used their run and carry
to their advantage and our backline was put under a lot of
pressure with repeat entries into the 50 but they held up
the best they could and rebounded well off the 50.

Unfortunately Ajax out played our boys and the scoreboard
showed that.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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16’s
Location:
Koornang
Park

Caulfield 12.10 (82) def Beaumaris 12.6 (78)
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Partly Cloudy

Goal Kickers:
Harro 5, Kai & Harry 2, Ethan, Chris & Beau 1
Game Highlights:
Playing at home against Beaumaris in a must win game
if we have any hope of playing finals. After having only
18 players last week, we welcome back Chris & Flynn,
but then learn we have lost Patty and Josh to injury, so
again no bench to start with. Promising signs from the 1st
bounce, Flynn taps it to Woodsy, he gets it to George, long
kick to the goal square and Harro marks and goals, great
start. Beauy then get 2 quick goals before we dominate a
long period of play but only manage a couple of behinds,
then Beaumaris go forward and goal again. Not good
signs, we are playing from behind, not running hard enough
at the ball and at least ½ the team haven’t touched the
footy as yet. Beaumaris get a late goal and we go in 17
points down at ¼ time.
Harry Beet arrives from the under 15s to give us 1 on
the bench, good start to the term, Kai marks and goals,
Harro then takes 2 marks and kicks 2 goals to give us a
lead, Beau swoops on a loose ball 30 metres out, kicks a
banana (where’s his left foot coach??) and goals. Henry
is starting to have a big influence on the game, he breaks
free from the centre and kicks long to Ethan who marls
and goals, Henry gets the next clearance, again kicks long,
this time Harro marks and kicks his 4th goal. Right on ½
time Harro backs courageously into a pack, cops a heavy
hit, earns a free kick and kicks his 5th in what is a fantastic
performance by him. We go into ½ time with a handy 28
point lead.
Momentum again changes in the 3rd term, like the 1st
term, Beauy dominate on the scoreboard, they kick 5 goals
to our 1 goal, which was from a great bit of persistent play
from Chris. We go into ¾ time only 4 points up and a real
fight on our hands to stay in the finals race.
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Harry Beet had his Teddy Hopkins moment in the last ¼,
swooping on 2 loose balls early in the term to kick us 2
goals, lucky he made himself available to play. Big brother
Gordo is doing a sterling job in defence, taking several
telling and goal saving marks, then ill discipline costs us a
50 metre penalty and goal, Beauy then get the next and
we are 3 points up with 5 minutes on the clock. More
undisciplined play gives Beauy a down field free kick and
they goal to take the lead, it’s a frantic final few minutes,
we are attacking, LT has the chance to be the hero with
a difficult shot from the boundary line but misses, the Kai
gets a free for a high tackle, he is 30 metres out with time
fast running out, he goals, we are 4 points up and soon
after the centre bounce the siren sounds to give the good
guys a well deserved win.
We go into the 3 week break with confidence we can
finish off the rest of the year solidly and make a charge
at the finals.

U17’s
Location:
W.A.
Scammell
Reserve

Caulfield Bears 14.6 (90) def. Oakleigh Dragons 10.7 (67)
Min:

Max:

12ºC 8ºC
Partly Cloudy

Goal Kickers:
Emin (4), Jono (3), Oscar (2), Henri, Jacko, Remi, Max and Harry (1)
Game Highlights:
As the Coach said, “What a difference a week makes!”
(I may have left out a few words of the impolite vernacular
here). Let us the revisit the game of the year so far.
First of all, the Bears were cruelled by injury and
unavailability. With only 18 players, no bench, there was
a sense of foreboding. However, as said pre-match, there
was no point worrying about things you can’t change, so
just had to play the game as best as they could with what
they had. Just ignore the fact that Oakleigh has five players
on the bench.
The first quarter started off well, with the Bears applying
some real pressure up in their forward line but unable
to make that necessary conversion. Oakleigh, however,
quickly punted three goals to give them a hefty lead.
However, as I sat in the palatial surrounds of the brand
new timekeepers room, I watched as the Bears hit harder
and faster on the club rooms side of the ground. My fellow
timekeeper was rather frightened by the Bears intensity.
After this passage of play, I did think to myself, “The boys
are determined to win this – we are in with a chance.”
This became obvious when the Bears then snatched
back three goals to be back in the lead at quarter time.

The inability of the Dragons to pull away from the Bears
started to tell: At the start of the third, there was a red
card for the Dragons, decreasing their numbers on the
field. The Bears took full advantage and kept pressing
and again the Dragons cracked with a yellow card at the
15 minute mark. The Bears could taste victory, if only they
held the course.
In the fourth quarter, it looked like the Bears were the
ones with a full bench! They were running as hard as
they did in the first, maybe even harder. There was a
great highlight with Jacko picking up a free about fifty
metres out. He checked the breeze, pulled up his socks,
took a good long look, ran in slowly for the big kick – and
then short passed it to Jono who made no mistake! That
play summed up the game, it was all about teamwork and
helping each other out. The Bears smashed three in a row
to seal the game.
What a match. What a win. The club song was belted out
at an ear shattering volume. The coach, quite rightly, gave
out eighteen awards as there was not one passenger on
the ground for this match, every player put in a massive
effort. What a thrill to watch.

The lads were on an absolute high after the first break
and came out with some serious intent. It was obvious
that there was a game plan though, it wasn’t just going
to be an attempt to smash the Dragons as they would
run out of steam by the last quarter. There was plenty
of smart football, with the ball being moved square and
players being moved around. The ‘one percenters’ were
making a huge difference as well: Balls being chased to
the boundary, second and third attempts at the ball, the
tackling – all of these kept Oakleigh from pulling away
and the half time break has the Bears trailing by only a
few points.
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AROUND THE GROUND
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The Bear Facts
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SPONSORS
Premier Partner
Use or refer the services of Gary Peer for
a property sale and Gary Peer will donate
10% of its service fee to the CBJFC upon
a successful sale.

Gold Level

Silver Level

Bronze Level

Ormond–McKinnon

Community Sponsorship
L E N ’ S QUA L I T Y M E AT S

Thank you to our sponsors! Please support them all!
Please support the clubs sponsors as they contribute a great deal to the running of the club
and allow the club to provide the equipment and apparel required by all the teams.
Any sponsorship enquires please contact Alistair Rowlands on 0408504006

